The parameters of hydrological models with no or short discharge records can only be estimated using regional information. We can assume that catchments with similar characteristics show a similar hydrological behaviour. A regionalization of hydrological model parameters on the basis of catchment characteristics is therefore plausible. However, due to the non-uniqueness of the rainfall/ runoff model parameters (equifinality), a procedure of a regional parameter estimation by model calibration and a subsequent fit of a regional function is not appropriate. In this paper, a different procedure based on the depth function and convex combinations of model parameters is introduced.
INTRODUCTION
Hydrological modelling has become a widely accepted theoretical tool for water resources engineering and management. Rainfall-runoff models are used both for short and medium time management (e.g. flood forecasting) and long-time design purposes. However, the application of hydrological models is limited due to several reasons.
One important limitation is data availability. Discharges are only measured at a few selected river cross-sections, leading to a small number of catchments for which the runoff calculated from the models might be verified. Further, the high spatial and temporal variability of the meteorological input (such as precipitation, temperature or wind) cannot fully be captured by the usually small number of meteorological stations. Radar measurement of precipitation can provide a more detailed space-time information on precipitation but, unfortunately, the reliability of the data is currently still low.
Other influencing factors, such as soil properties, also vary considerably in space and even to some extent in time (e.g. macropores in soils). These problems, among others, make models based on physical principles unsuitable for many practical applications. Models, which to some extent use analogous concepts, can partly smooth out the effects of variability and therefore can often be successfully used for practical purposes. The limitation of these models is that some of their parameters are not directly related to physically measurable quantities, and have to be estimated from observations using calibration techniques. For this purpose, observed discharge series are needed.
In order to use partly conceptual models for catchments without discharge observations, the model parameters have to be regionalized since they cannot be calibrated. In hydrology, regionalization is applied widely and successfully. One such example is the assessment of possible extremes floods The link between model parameters and catchment properties has to be identified and quantified. This task is further the convexity assumption is discussed; the study shows that both the traditional linear regression approach and the suggested weighting fail similarly in extrapolation cases.
METHODOLOGY
The required steps to regionalize the hydrological model parameters are:
1. identification of the model parameters for the donor catchments (gauged catchments); 2. identification of the catchment properties to be used for the transfer of model parameters; and 3. assessment of the procedure to transfer model parameters to the ungauged catchments.
The first step is usually carried out by model calibration using a numerical optimization procedure. For the regionalization of model parameters, one of the major problems is that there is a large number of parameter vectors which perform nearly equally well. It is difficult to decide which of these should be taken for regionalization. Dotty plots, showing model performances as a function of individual parameters, show that a wide range of parameter values can lead to good model performance.
After performing step 1, classical multivariate regression takes care of steps 2 and 3 using a stepwise procedure as demonstrated in (Samaniego & Bárdossy ) . The most significant variable is selected first and the corresponding linear regression is calculated. Then, stepwise, new variables enter the system until no significant improvement can be achieved.
This procedure can be used to regionalize certain discharge characteristics such as annual discharge or extremes.
More sophisticated procedures combine all the three steps mentioned above. For example, in Hundecha & Bárdossy () and Götzinger & Bárdossy () the transfer function parameters are estimated simultaneously with the model parameters. A procedure for the stepwise estimation of the parameters is suggested in Lamb & Kay () , where the regionalization of a parameter is followed by a recalibration of the other parameters.
Another important step (although seldomly considered) is deciding whether the regionalization for the ungauged catchment can be performed on the basis of the gauged (donor) catchments or not. For ungauged catchments whose properties are very different to those of the donor catchments, a regionalization might be unreasonable. In order to make regionalization reasonable, one might allow the procedure to work for catchments whose properties are comparable in range to the donor catchments.
It is generally questionable to regionalize model parameters for catchments whose properties are outside the range of the properties of the donor catchments. However, this restriction might allow unreasonable model transfers.
For example a set of small forested catchments and another set of large agricultural catchments cannot necessarily be sufficient to estimate parameters of small agricultural or large forested catchments. It is therefore reasonable to restrict the regionalization to ungauged catchments whose relevant properties for the regionalization are in between the properties of the donor catchments in a geometrical sense; i.e., they are in the convex hull of the property vectors of donor catchments. 
If we restrict regionalization to catchments whose properties are not outside the ranges of the catchments with observations, or even restricting them to their convex hull, then all selected properties of a catchment k in the convex hull can be written as a linear combination of the properties of catchments. We then have:
Further, λ l ≥ 0 and P λ l ¼ 1. (Note that the weights are the same for each property.)
Combining Equations (1) and (2) yields:
Exchanging the summations gives:
Assuming that P L l¼1 λ l ¼ 1, we have: 
This modifies Equation (5) to
Thus, assuming that the errors are independent (which is the assumption for multiple linear regression),
Equation (8) shows that the estimation error variance depends on the weights λ l .
Combining
the estimator defined in Equation (5) A weighted sum estimator could also be used outside the convex hull (which is extrapolation case) without considering the λ l > 0 condition; however, in this case, the squared sum of the λ l s has to be restricted. Furthermore, due to the extrapolation, the estimator may become unreliable. This problem is demonstrated and discussed in the application section.
Another problem -that the model parameters cannot be 
Choice of relevant catchment properties
The selection of appropriate catchment properties is a central problem for regionalization. Usually a great number of candidates are used and the most important are selected sequentially. For the above-proposed regionalization, the method is restricted to the convex hull of the donor catchment property vectors. As more properties are selected, the number of catchments which remain in convex hull becomes smaller. It is therefore essential to keep the number of relevant catchment properties as small as possible. For this purpose we develop a procedure to investigate whether, for a choice of relevant catchment properties, the regionalization could be performed using the convex combination (Equation (1) In order to select the catchment characteristics, the sets B Ã of the observed catchments are investigated. The goal is to find out whether, for a selected set of catchment properties, there is a linear function (Equation (1)) such that this function intersects with all sets of good performing model parameters.
If a set of properties is selected, then a catchment with observations for which the regionalization on the basis of the other catchments can be performed using Equation (5) 
If the catchment properties are such that a regionalization using them is reasonable, Equation (7) should lead to good model parameters for the catchment indicated by * .
For each catchment * whose selected catchment properties are in the convex hull of the other catchments properties and which have discharge observations, we can check whether the selected catchment properties would allow a regionalization for it. This also means that there are good parameters for * in the convex hull of the parameter sets
then this property is not fulfilled. Consequently, any regionalization using the selected catchment properties cannot provide good parameters. The advantage of the formulation Equation (9) is that it provides a purely geometrical condition which can be checked without performing the regionalization explicitly. This can be used to select an appropriate set of explaination variables for the regionaliza- 
• The catchment properties lead to a case where condition 5 of the above algorithm is never fulfilled. In this event,
the selected properties make all catchments singular and the regionalization using Equation (7) cannot be performed.
Note that the increase in the selected catchment properties in step 7 leads to a decrease in the number of intersections to be checked in step 6. The selection of the catchment property in steps 3 and 7 should be based on hydrological understanding; the purpose of the algorithm is to decide whether a selection is reasonable or not.
Once a set of catchment properties is selected, a method for the selection of the appropriate model parameter vectors has to be chosen.
The calculation of the intersection in step 6 is carried out by the Monte Carlo simulation that generates elements in B l and checks if they belong to the convex hull of the union of the sets corresponding to the other catchments.
Figures 2 and 3 schematically explain the algorithm for the case of two model parameters and one and two catchment properties, respectively. In the first case, a single 
How to perform regionalization
It would be ideal if all good model parameters of the catchments could be combined with good parameters of the catchment of interest using Equation (5 
CASE STUDY
The concept of this paper will be illustrated with examples from British catchments. The hydrological model chosen for this study is HYMOD. A short overview of the study area and model concept description is provided in this section.
Study area
This study was carried out on different catchments located in the United Kingdom (UK). Eleven years of data (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) from 28 small-to medium-sized watersheds (50-1,100 km 2 ) were available for this research (Figure 4 ). based on the characteristics of the runoff production process at a point in a catchment. A probability distribution which describes the spatial variation in the catchments is derived from an algebraic expression given by Moore () . This model makes the assumption that the soil structure, texture and water storage capacity varies across the catchment. The distribution function of different storage capacity is therefore described as
The model structure is given in Figure 5 
APPLICATION AND RESULTS

Choice of catchment properties
Nine possible catchment properties were selected to be considered for regionalization and are listed in Table 1 . In order to check the quality of the regionalization, the good set of parameters was identified for each catchment using the ROPE algorithm. As for the model performance measure NS p , a combination of the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient for the whole time period ðN a Þ and the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient calculated for each year t ðN y Þ y ¼ 1; . . . ; NY (NY being the number of years) was selected:
This performance measure restricts the possible parameter set by taking only those which are nearly equally good for all years.
The selection of appropriate variables (SAV) algorithm described in 'Choice of relevant catchment properties' was applied to the selected catchments with the list of properties defined in Table 2 
Regionalization
The transfer of parameters to unobserved catchments was tested using the classical linear regionalization approach (Equation (1)), using multiple linear regression and with the convex combinations (Equation (5)). In the first step, regionalization was restricted to catchments whose selected properties were in the convex combination of those of the other catchments; two groups were therefore obtained.
The first group contained the so-called boundary catchments whose properties cannot be obtained as a convex combinations of the others. The second group contained the inside catchments whose properties are in the convex hull of the properties of the boundary catchments. Table 3 lists the boundary and the inside catchments.
Regionalization was performed and checked for each inside catchment. As an illustration of the methodology, Table 4 shows a set of possible boundary catchments and the corresponding weights for the target inside catchment 20. The linear parameter estimation was carried out by using the deepest parameters for the catchments in the boundary set. For comparison, a set of randomly selected good parameters were also used.
The convex combinations were applied both for the deepest parameters and also for randomly selected good ones. As it is often inside catchments, the catchment properties can be expressed as a large number of convex combinations of the boundary catchments. Some of the special cases were selected. The performance of the explicit multiple linear regression (Equation (1)) using the deepest and randomly selected parameter vectors for the estimation of the regression coefficients, and the corresponding results using the convex estimator (Equation (5)) are shown in Table 5 . As we can see, the performances of the two estimators are similar. The deepest parameter vectors lead to the best estimations for both cases. The performance of the models using the regionalized parameters is comparable to the performance which was obtained using calibration. Note that we cannot expect a better performance for the target catchment than the performance of the model parameters on the catchments which were used for regionalization. Figure 6 shows the observed and the simulated hydrographs for catchment 17 using the convex estimator (using four boundary catchments only) and multiple linear regression with the deepest point.
For the regionalization, which is not restricted to the convex hull (allowing negative weights according to Equation (10)), a cross-validation was performed. The corresponding results are listed in Table 6 . We can see that for extrapolation, both multiple linear regression and the this is not the case, however, as will be shown in the following.
To test the effectiveness of the method with fewer boundary catchments, all J þ 1 element subsets of the catchment property vectors corresponding to the boundary set, which contained the property vector of the target catchment in their convex hull, were identified. For our case, this means that for each inside catchment as a target, all sets of the four boundary catchments whose properties contained those of the target catchment in their convex hull
were obtained. Table 7 shows the number of all possible four catchment combinations of boundary catchments for describing the inside catchments. For any J þ 1 selected catchments, the weights λ l are unique (due to the constraint that P λ l ¼ 1).
The estimation was carried out using these weights and the performance of the resulting parameter set was calculated. Figure 7 shows the performance of the estimator for selected target catchments using the deepest and most randomly selected parameters. The x axis shows the minimal performance corresponding to the selected boundary catchments. On the y axis, we can read the performance of the model for the target catchment using the convex estimator (Equation (5)) for the selected combination.
We cannot expect a better performance for the target catchments than for the catchments used for the regionali- 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the possibilities to regionalize conceptual model parameters using explicit and implicit methods were discussed. It was shown that for a catchment whose property vector is in the convex hull of the property vector of observed catchments, a linear regionalization can be replaced by a convex combination for which an explicit estimation of the coefficients of the regionalization function was not required.
The idea of convex combinations could be used to check whether a set of properties should be used for regionalization. The selection of appropriate variables (SAV) algorithm was developed for this purpose.
After selection of the catchment properties, regionalization can be carried out using either the classical linear regression approach or using the convex combinations.
The developed methodology was applied to a set of 28 UK catchments using the HYMOD model. For the case study, three catchment properties were identified as necessary for the regionalization of the five model parameters.
Data depth is a useful tool to identify unique parameter vectors for regionalization. If parameter vectors with a low data depth (which are near the boundary of the good parameter set) are used for regionalization, the performance of the target catchment varies strongly. The deepest parameter sets lead to good regionalizations both for the linear regression and the convex combination methods.
The performance of the model using regionalized parameters is comparable to the performance of the model on the catchments used for regionalization. The restriction of the estimator (Equation (5)) to convex combinations (with non-negative weights) allows regionalization toward the inside of the observed set. This restriction is reasonable, since the transfer of parameters to catchments which differ strongly from those observed is always risky.
As the methodology does not require the estimation of transfer function parameters; it can also be used in the case of a small number of catchments. This was demonstrated for the selected British catchments. Depending on the number of boundary catchments, the convex combination became non-unique, but even using the minimum number of catchments, the estimation quality did not decrease.
Formally, the non-negativity condition can be relaxed but this leads to an increase of the squared sum of the weights and thus the estimation variance also increases.
Further, this allows extrapolation which, as stated above, might be problematic. In the case study region, one catchment was identified whose properties are on the boundary of the property vector set and for which regionalization using other catchments failed. However, this catchment could be applied to the regionalization of the inside catchments. This result showed that extrapolation might lead to problems even for catchments which behave reasonably. by the x axis. The combinations obtained using deepest parameters are represented by the crosses and using lower depth parameter sets by the circles. Formally, the halfspace depth of the point p with respect to set X is:
( min (j{x ∈ X〈n h ; x À p〉 > 0}j);
(j{x ∈ X〈n h ; x À p〉 < 0}j)):
Here, 〈x; y〉 is the scalar product of the d dimensional vectors and n h is an arbitrary unit vector in the d dimensional space representing the normal vector of a selected hyperplane.
If the point p is outside the convex hull of X then its depth is 0. Points on and near the boundary have low depth while points deeply inside have high depth.
One advantage of this depth function is that it is invariant to affine transformations of the space. This means that the different ranges of the parameters have no influence on their depth.
Convex hull
The convex hull of a set of points S is the smallest area polygon which encloses S. A formal example of convex hull is given in Figure 9 . 
